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Purpose. Studies of energy distribution at different frequency ranges in the 

process of propagation of cavitation-pulsation action on an array of rocks found 

that the maximum value of energy is realized at the pulse repetition frequency and 

the more pronounced the more cavitation bubbles. 

Methodology. We have formalized the general problem, which is reduced to 

the choice of technological solutions to intensify the destruction of rock, taking 

into account the frequency distribution of energy from the peeling of cavitation 

bubbles at the bottom of the well. 

Findings. In addition, as the number of bubbles in the cavitation pulp increases, 

there is some shift in the resonant frequency of the maximum energy transmitted to 

the rock mass in the direction of decreasing the frequency. The established pattern is 

observed at other distances from the source of cavitation perturbation of the flow. 

The optimal sizes of cavitation bubbles as the main optimization parameter 

were experimentally established. Graphical dependences are constructed, which 

allow to estimate the growth of the sizes of cavitation bubbles from the change of 

pressure difference and the density of the washing liquid, as well as the ratio of the 

sizes of the cavitator nozzles. It is determined that the optimal pressure drop for 

flushing fluids is the limit from 4 to 4.5 MPa, the ratio of the diameters of the 

nozzles of the cavitator should not exceed 1.67, because there will be a rupture of 

fluid flows with internal hydraulic shock. The possibility of cavitation destruction 

has been experimentally confirmed on the example of such rock samples as 

sandstone, limestone, dolomite and marble. The obtained results have a clear 

practical significance, which lay in the development of methods for practical 

calculation of cavitation-pulsation optimization, which is to substantiate the 

influence of design parameters of pulsating devices on the formation of cavitation 

processes during drilling and recommendations for improving the drilling tool. 

They contain the researches, which were conducted within program IFNTUNG 

“Scientific and organizational principles of building domestic oil and gas 

production and diversification of energy supply resources to increase energy 

Security of Ukraine”. 
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ANALYSIS OF MANGANESE DISTRIBUTION OF COAL SEAM C5 OF 

“BLAHODATNA” MINE FIELD 
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Purpose. Study of the spatial distribution of manganese in the coal seam c5 of 

the “Blagodatna” mine field and the establishment of relationship between its 

content and the main technological parameters of coal in the region. 

Methodology. For the purpose of determine the composition of geochemical 

associations, correlation coefficients (r) between toxic and potentially toxic 

elements contents were calculated. Elements in which the relationship between the 

content is described by a correlation coefficient exceeding 0.5 with a significance 

level of at least 95% were combined into a single geochemical association. During 

the calculation of correlation coefficients, all values of manganese concentrations 

were normalized. 

Findings. In the c5 coal seam of the “Blagodatna” mine field the concentration 

of manganese changes in the range from 56.2 g / t to 157.3 g / t. The average value 

of the coal seam is 79.6 g / t. The accumulation of manganese does not depend on 

the depth, ash content and total sulfur content. Regionally the concentration of 

manganese in the coal seam c5 increases in the northern, northeastern directions. 

There is a high inverse correlation between the manganese content and the 

thickness of the coal seam (r = -0.764), a weak direct relationship with the ash 

content of coal (r = 0.45), a direct very weak relationship with the total sulfur 

content (r = 0.191) and inverse with the depth of the sole of the coal seam (r = -

0.099). Linear regression equations: 

Mn = 0,4473-0,4497 × m; Mn = 0,123+0,3925 × Ad; 

Mn = 0,1796+0,1663 × Stotal; Mn = 0,252-0,0594 × h 

Based on the obtained results of statistical processing of geochemical 

information and analysis of constructed maps, as well as the conclusions of 

previous works, it can be assumed that the accumulation of the main part of 

manganese is primarily the demolition of its main part from the Ukrainian crystal 

shield in the central part of Donbas. 
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